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“Sonic Beauty
Saught in the Desert”
The Wall Street Journal

Reflections is the first visual album by Floating Points and
filmmaker Anna Diaz Ortuño (Hamill Industries).
This album was recorded and filmed in the Mojave Desert
whilst the band was rehearsing during the 2017 US Tour.
“Reflections: Mojave Desert” is the first of a serie of
experimental visual recordings, a proof of concept, in which
both artists explore in various spaces how the landscape
shapes the music.
“Reflections” intends to be a research on how music can
be informed and shaped by external forces, on how nature
and the enviroment influence the soundwaves that travel
through the physical space.
These sonic experiements aim to form a series of sound
cartographies all around the planet. “Mojave Desert” is just
the first in a planned series of environmental visual essays
and recordings.

https://www.floatingpoints.co.uk/mojavedesert

WATCH TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/220007616

SYNOPSIS
In late August 2016, Floating Points and his band travelled to the Mojave Desert to write and rehearse before the start of their US tour.
Whilst visiting Joshua Tree National Park, they were struck not only by its physical beauty, but also by the sonic reflections from
the rock formations; a unique combination of reverb, echo and phase shifting that directly influenced the creation and
recording of his new album.
This film documents the creation of this new experiment of Floating Points, in which image and sound were combined to give rise to
an album in visual format.
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PRESS REVIEWS & INTERVIEWS

“A striking experiment in
re-casting electronic isolation”
Clash Magazine

https://pitchfork.com/reviews/albums/floating-points-reflections-mojave-desert/

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/jul/02/floating-points-reflections-mojave-desert-review-kitty-empire

http://www.clashmusic.com/reviews/floating-points-reflections-mojave-desert

The Wall Street Journal

THE CREATORS

FLOATING POINTS

ANNA DIAZ ORTUÑO

One of London’s most sought-after artists, DJs and producers,
Floating Points, aka Sam Shepherd’s debut LP ‘Elaenia’ was
deemed ‘Best New Music’ by Pitchfork, named Resident Advisor’s
Album of the Year in 2015 and led Rolling Stone to call him “one of
contemporary electronic music’s most forward-thinking talents.”
Shepherd composed and recorded the album, which bridges the
gap between rapturous dance music and his formative classical
roots, while simultaneously working towards a PhD in
neuroscience and epigenetics. He returned with the sweeping,
extended 2-song ‘Kuiper’ EP in 2016.

Anna is a freelance director, graduated in audiovisual communication
from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra. She developed part of
her studies at the Freie Universität Berlin, where she expanded her
passion for cinema into avant-garde and experimental practices.

In 2017 he followed up the album with Reflections - Mojave Desert,
a short film and soundtrack featuring tracks recorded in the desert
which Pitchfork called “his most ambitious recording to date”.
Shepherd’s latest project, ‘Ratio’, is an epic track bordering on 19
minutes that harks back to his earlier dance floor focused releases.
The track received major radio support with Annie Mac naming it
“hottest record in the world”. Over the course of the summer
Floating Points developed Ratio as part of his solo live electronic
show at festivals around the world. The track fast became a fan
favourite, a true highlight of the set.
Shepherd has toured with The xx, collaborated with the likes of
Caribou and Four Tet, and has performed across the globe, with
highlights including festivals such as Glastonbury, Coachella, Fuji
Rock, Primavera, FYF and Pitchfork. Sam also runs Melodies
International, an archive, party and reissue label for difficult
to find recordings.

Currently Anna has teamed up with Pablo Barquin to create HAMILL
INDUSTRIES, together they focuse on marrying computer, robotic
and video techniques to explore the visualization of the nature of
sound. Deeply influenced by their practice as filmmakers, they carry
out artistic and technological research in the field of visual arts
inspired by the world of early avant-garde cinema, sci-fi movies, as
well as the DIY movement to explore concepts from nature, the
cosmos and the laws of physics.
Hamill Industries has become an inspirational place to realize
ambitious visual artwork and to expand artistic practice into new
creative dimensions, achieving poetic and playful visual experiences
by combining digital and analogue technologies with craftsmanship.
Their pieces have gained international recognition with publications
in industry media (Motionographer, Deezen, The Creators Project…)
and awards such as LAUS GOLD 15’ and best 10 for the STARTS
PRIZE AWARD ‘16. Since 2015, they have been touring together
with Floating Points creating his mesmerizing visual shows. They
have presented their work at internationally recognised festivals
such as ARS Electronica and worked for institutions and brands such
as Converse, Diesel, MTV, Barcelona Football Club or the
Contemporary Arts Museum of Barcelona (MACBA).
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